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About Inpro

It all began with a single hole in a hospital
wall over 35 years ago. Since then, Inpro
has been manufacturing products that
protect interiors from the daily abuse of
healthcare environments. As a result,
we’ve prevented the endless cycle of
maintenance time and repair cost that
facilities endure.

We come from healthcare roots and
understand the unique challenges
healthcare enviroments face. That’s why
we’ve extended our offerings and
services throughout the years to address
your greatest building product concerns.
From products with inherent technology
that keep surfaces clean, to those that
help provide a safer atmosphere, you
can be assured it’s backed with the
innovative materials, maximum durability
and the obsessive service we’re known
for.

We obsess over protecting your buildings
and the people who use them so you
don’t have to. Shouldn’t every company
you work with be as invested in your
buildings as you are?
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• IPC®

DOOR + WALL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
At IPC®, we protect your buildings from relentless damage without compromising your choices in
material, color, thickness or pattern.

We manufacture Door + Wall Protection that provides a better solution, eliminating never-ending
maintenance and costly renovations

DURABLE
Building interiors take a lot of abuse but that
doesn’t have to leave you in an endless cycle of
maintenance and repair. We offer a wide variety
of wall protection choices that are sure to give
you the look you want and protection you need.

POLISHED
Create the look you want without sacrificing
the level of protection. IPC Door + Wall products
give you the best of both worlds and allows you
to enhance your building environment.

SUSTAINABLE
Because of our obsession with health and the
environment, IPC® is committed to finding
breakthrough materials for Door + Wall
Protection products. Our patent G2 BioBlend®
material and Rigid Vinyl material both give you
the durability you need to protect your building
and your budget.

We offer resources to help you make the most informed
product decisions, employ sustainble business practices in
our everyday operations and have a restorative vision for
the future of our business
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PROTECTING YOUR
FACILITY AND ITS
APPEARANCE





IPC® Rigid Sheet Components
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STANDARD SOLID COLOR GUIDE
Note: Due to the printing process, actual colors may vary. For more accurate color representation, please refer / request for samples.

Neutrals
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PATTERNS COLOR GUIDE
Note: Due to the printing process, actual colors may vary. For more accurate color representation, please refer / request for samples.

Element Patterns
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Woodland
Faux-Wood Patterns



PATTERN COLOR GUIDE
Note: Due to the printing process, actual colors may vary. For more accurate color representation, please refer / request for samples.

Fusions Patterns

For more information about  INPRO Wall Protection and other INPRO products please contact us at:
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Metal Tone
Finishes


